About initial failure
In the case of an initial failure, we will respond to returned goods and exchanges.
We apologize for the inconvenience, but we would like to hear from you by phone or inquire form within 7 days of receiving the product.

Application of initial failure

If a different item from the order has arrived
When there is damage or failure at the time of arrival
When there is a shortage or defect in accessories (parts)

Items not covered by initial failure
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Notes on initial failure
We can not accept returns or exchange requests from anyone other than the purchaser.
If returned, it is necessary to repack the product, so please do not discard all packing materials and accessories.
If there is a shortage or defect in accessories (parts), only the relevant part will be replaced or sent.
We do not lend out replacement products during replacement or repair.
No compensation for loss due to the inability to use the product is performed.
(compensation for absence, compensation for commercial loss, etc.)
If the defect does not reappear on the product, the initial defect is considered not applicable.

